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CONTENT

TEACHING AND LEARNING


Musical learning

Resources

Introduction/
warm up

Main part of the
lesson to
include some
aspects of:



work and perform in smaller groups
identify if pitch is getting higher/lower/staying the same

(a) PowerPoint slide: JUMP OVER JERICHO
(b) The Song Stack: JUMP OVER JERICHO; OFF ON HOLIDAY
(c) Sing Up: THE MAGIC TRAVEL MACHINE
(d) a collection of holiday items (or images of the items): bucket and spade,
flippers and mask, cossie and towel, sun-cream and hat, a bat and ball
This week, before playing, HERE WE GO SANTA MALONEY organise pairs of
adjacent singers round the circle. Ask them to choose and try out two actions and
remember them! As the game progresses, point to a pair and ask them to start the
second verse by singing and performing their actions – everyone else joins in as
soon as they hear the action line.
1) Learn the clapping pattern for JUMP OVER JERICHO (The Song Stack),
which reinforces maintaining the pulse (beat). Children work in pairs, facing each
other. Establish which is the right hand and try the 4-way pattern, slowly at first,
then speeding up:
clap right hands, clap own hands, clap left hands, clap own hands.

Singing
Composing
Performing
Listening

Display the PowerPoint slide JUMP OVER JERICHO, practise saying the place
names, then listen to the CD recording, noticing the alliterative element. Try
adding clapping pattern – the four claps fit to one line i.e.
Right own

left

own, right own

left own

Jump ov-er Jer-i- cho, skip ov-er sea
Appraising

Can children identify which line has a tune that is different from the others? (4th)
2) Revisit THE MAGIC TRAVEL MACHINE (Sing Up) and perform. If the children
are very familiar with the song, try singing to the backing track.
3) Explore the holiday items or images together Listen to the CD recording OFF
ON HOLIDAY (The Song Stack) and notice that the structure is cumulative, with
a new item introduced each verse and then adding the previous items. Ask
children to help you arrange the items/images in the correct order.
4) Join in with the song – the tune is very simple and involve children in holding up
the correct item as each one is introduced.
Ideas for
revisiting in the
week

Once JUMP OVER JERICHO is familiar, encourage children to invent their own
clapping patterns. Some boys find these hand actions difficult having had no
experience of playing them in the playground, so try pairing boys with girls for
peer support.

JUMP OVER JERICHO an alliterative clapping game
1) Jump over Jericho
Skip over sea
Fly over Florida
Just watch me!

3) Look over London
Skip over sea
Swoop over Swansea
Just watch me!

2) Hop over Holly wood
Leap over lea!
March over Mexico
Home for tea

4) Roll over Rotherham
Leap over lea!
Jive over Germany
Home for tea

OFF ON HOLIDAY
Off on holiday
Do your packing today
But don’t forget
Your bucket and spade
Before you go away!
Off on holiday
Do your packing today
But don’t forget
Your flippers and mask
Your bucket and spade
Before you go away! etc.

